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'notables' haunted this dream, and led to the anti-Rousseauist
doctrine of the need for 'intermediary bodies' between the
individual citizen and the State. Louis XVI in particular had
experimented with them and after 1870, as earlier in the nine-
teenth century, reaction against Napoleonic integration ex-
pressed itself among the gentry in revival of this dream. The
Liberal Prevost-Paradol made it popular and topical in,La
France Nouoelle of 1868; but it had already been promoted by
ultramontanes like Veuillot, who had argued that a central-
ized State is a weak State, since it can be knocked out by one
blow at its nerve-centre, whereas dispersed power and local
liberties made for a tough and durable State. Sedan revived
this belief with dramatic effect.1
Indeed, the views of all parties were clearly reflected in their
characteristic reactions to the Second Empire and its defeat. In
1864 Thiers had made his famous demand for the 'indispens-
able liberties5 which became the programme of the Liberal
Party. He had defined them as 'security of the citizen against
personal violence and arbitrary power; liberty but not im-
punity of the Press, that is to say liberty to exchange those
ideas from which public opinion is born; freedom of elections;
freedom of national representation; public opinion, stated by
the majority, directing the conduct of Government3. This re-
mained the essence of Left-Centre ideals in the eighteen-seven-
ties. In Gambetta's Belleville Manifesto of 1869, this moderate
programme was restated in more Radical terms. Tor those who
believe that the People is the one lawful sovereign, and must
really exercise power, mere responsibility of ministers to parlia-
ment is not enough: all those who hold any kind of office must
be effectively checked, especially the head of the executive
power.3 To underline his divergence from Thiers, he added,
'Those who can reconcile universal suffrage with the "indispens-
able liberties" granted by limited Monarchy can join Thiers.9
His demands were for universal male suffrage in both local and
1 On the movements for decentralization see Brabant: op. cit.,
p. 420 ff. and Appendix; D. Halevy: La Fin des Notables, pp. 49-
54; Prevost-Paradoi: La France Novoelle> p. 77 ff.; Falloux: op. cit,
Vol. II.

